October 10-16 2022
Enrollment closes
August 01st 2022

Medellín
Spring
Global Student
Exchange Program

What is Medellín
Spring?
CAS Trips Medellin Spring is a unique gathering of 13
to18-year-old students from all over the world. Over an
incredible 7-day program in Medellín, Colombia, students
from different cultures and backgrounds engage in
a wide range of creative, active and service projects.
All participants will be involved in dynamic, handson practical challenges to tackle the United Nation’s
Sustainable Development Goals.
Set in Colombia’s stunning City of Eternal Spring, this once
in a lifetime experience is open to all students – both as a
group and individually. From street art to jungle trekking
and reforestation projects, the thrilling itinerary has been
designed by teachers to educate, challenge and inspire
students.
After 2 years of postponement due to COVID-19, our
7-day Medellín Spring program is back from October 1016th 2022. The itinerary is all-inclusive of local transport,
airport transfers, accommodation, all meals, CAS activities
& CAS Trips staff.
Trained and qualified professionals lead all activities,
while our dedicated CAS Trips team will be on hand to
assist every step of the way, 24 hours a day – from the
arrivals gate to the departure lounge.

Are you an International Baccalaureate
Student?
Although we are not officially counting, all participants
will gain approximately 35 hours of engagement with CAS
activities, and receive a verified CAS Trips certificate of
achievement upon completion of the program.
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Medellín
Colombia

Blighted by a tragic past but blessed with a pulsating, innovative
present and a truly bright future, Medellín is quickly becoming the
place to travel in South America. Located in the picturesque Aburrá
Valley and surrounded on either side by majestic Andean mountains,
the ‘City of Eternal Spring’ is perfectly situated to explore Colombia’s
varied and beautiful wildlife.
In 2017, following a long negotiated peace process, Colombia was
declared the 2nd best country to visit by the Lonely Planet.
Home to 2.5 million people as the multicultural capital of Colombia’s
Antioquia region in the North West of the country, Medellín enjoys a
fascinating renaissance.
Medellín’s inner city booms with colorful and vibrant neighborhoods,
decorated with world-class graffiti, reverberating to the beats of Salsa.
A short trip outside the city, you will discover sprawling forests with a
multitude of flora and fauna, as well as traditional myths and legends,
which bring this awe-inspiring landscape to life.
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CAS Trips

International Baccalaureate

Philosophy

7 Learning Outcomes
CAS Trips is inspired by the International Baccalaureate (IB) program’s 7 Learning Outcomes.
Designed by IB teachers for IB teachers, CAS Trips takes the concept of educational travel to the
next level. Our expert knowledge on IB pedagogy enhances every CAS Trip – from integrating the
IB History curriculum in Berlin to encouraging students to become caring inquirers in Bhutan.

CAS Trips’ aim is to educate, challenge
and inspire students in the most
exciting way possible – through
experiential learning.
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Built on the principles of the 7
Learning Outcomes, established by the
renowned International Baccalaureate,
CAS aims to incorporate these during
the daily creative, active and service
challenges.

Identify own strengths and
develop areaas for growth

Demonstrate the skills
and recognize the
benefits of working
collaboratively

Demonstrate that
challenges have been
undertaken, developing
new skills in the process

Demonstrate
engagement with issues
of global significance

Demonstrate how to
initiate and plan a CAS
experience

Recognize and consider
the ethics of choices and
actions

Show commitment to,
and perseverance in, CAS
experience
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United Nations

Sustainable
Development
Goals

Yoga Workshop

UN SDGs CAS
Project Challenge

Environmental
Awareness
Eco Walk,
Coffee Tasting
Workshop

Comuna 13,
Urban
Regeneration

Organic Farm
Challenge

Each day has been meticulously planned to
introduce and engage students with the United
Nations’ 17 Sustainable Development Goals,
such as zero hunger, clean water sanitation
and life on land.

Urban
Gardenening

NGO And Charity
Collaboration

Working collaboratively students will initiate,
plan and partake in pulsating service
challenges with charity partners tackling these
goals to shape our planet’s future.
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Medellín Spring

•
•
•
•
•

Introduction to yoga
Rafting
Zip lining
Salsa class
Eco Walk of the senses

Service
•
•
•
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Cooking Challenge
Home Composting
Urban Gardening

•
•

•
•
•
•

•
•
•

Urban Regeneration Tour
of Comuna 13
Graffiti Workshop
Salsa Dance Class
Souvenir Shop

•

Rio Claro Jungle Adventure
Flora & Fauna Eco Walk
CAS Project Changemakers
Challenge
Bonfire & Marshmallows

•
•
•
•

Reflection Workshop
Goodbyes & Contacts Exchange
Check Out
Private Airport Transfer

DAY 4

DAY 1

•

Arrival at Medellín
International Airport
Medellín City Historical
Walking Tour
Team-Building Challenges
Traditional Colombian Cuisine

DAY 6

Activity

DAY 3

•
•

Street art & graffiti
Sustainable Cooking
class
Live Colombian music
Coffee Tasting
Workshop

DAY 5

•
•

•

DAY 7

Creativity

DAY 2

Day by day
•
•
•
•

Organic Farm Visit
Sustainable Cooking Challenge
Reflection Workshop
Yoga Class

•
•
•
•
•

Urban Grdening
Eco Walk
Home Composting Challenge
Organic Coffee Tasting Workshop
Disco Party Night

•

Zip Lining Across the
Jungle Canopy
Natural Traditional
Face Painting
Pizza Night in Santa Elena

•
•
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CAS Trips

CAS Trips

Staff

Safety

The CAS trips team is the pride of our
company and the best in the business.
Our tour guides are highly skilled, full-time
professionals with years of experience and
first aid certificates.
All staff members are native or fluent in
English and Spanish, with unrivalled local
knowledge of Medellín.

CAS Trips ensures the highest level of service
with extensive in-house training.
We are offering a limited number of free
places for teachers and chaperones. For
more information, please contact us.

The welfare and safety of students is our
highest priority. All CAS trips activities
have been extensively researched and risk
assessed. Our high staff to student ratio of
10:1 has been designed to ensure students
have the optimum level of care.

Parents will be provided with 24h telephone
numbers of the trip director and their
child’s group leader. Detailed schedules and
preparatory information will be sent directly
to each family at least one month before
departure.

We implement a ‘buddy system’ to
encourage mutual student responsibility.
24/7 support is available over email and
phone before, during and after each trip.
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On the trip

Accommodation
CAS Trips Medellín Spring will be based at the Ecohotel Terrabella.
Surrounded by beautiful nature and just 10 miles from Medellín center,
this hotel is located in the charming town of Santa Elena.
Terrabella has excellent facilities including a chill out area, gated security,
a cafe, 24-hour reception, a restaurant and Wi-Fi Internet.
Students will share comfortable 8, 6 or 4-bed single-gender dorms. CAS
trips leaders will be on call 24/7 to assist with any pastoral care issues
and will be housed in staff rooms on-site at all times.

Costs
We want all students to be able to participate in this once in a lifetime
experience. In cooperation with our partners, we are making Medellín
Spring financially accessible to all.
We actively support students’ self-fundraising efforts and offer a range of
materials and resources for teachers and students alike. Please enquire
for more details.
Our sensational price of just $749 per person includes all
accommodation, all meals, activities, local transport, guides, staff, airport
transfers and taxes.
Places are very limited and enrolment closes on 1st August 2022. Book
early to avoid disappointment. A $299 deposit will secure your place.

Food
All meals are included in the price – breakfasts, lunches and 		
evening meals.
We pride ourselves on our catering partners. As well as the delights of
traditional Colombian cuisine, lunches and evening meals will include
delicious flavors from around the world.
We cater for all types of dietary restrictions and allergies - simply inform
us in advance.
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This is not a tourist trip. This is a special trip where you get to
connect with nature, the people around you and to really learn
about yourself.
Victor, IB DP Student, Nido De Aguilas, Chile
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Get in touch
+420 255 71 26 52
info@castrips.org
castrips
facebook.com/castrips
@castrips
@castrips
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